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networks follow protocols which define how
communications are sent and received these
protocols allow devices to communicate each device
on a network uses an internet protocol or ip
address a string of numbers that uniquely
identifies a device and allows other devices to
recognize it the internet or internet is the
global system of interconnected computer networks
that uses the internet protocol suite tcp ip to
communicate between networks and devices it is a
network of networks that consists of private
public academic business and government networks
of local to global scope linked by a broad array
of electronic the internet is a network of
networks it works by using a technique called
packet switching and by relying on standardized
networking protocols that all computers can
interpret learning center the internet is the
world s largest computer network let s break that
down a computer network is any group of
interconnected computing devices capable of
sending or receiving data a computing device isn t
just a computer it s any device that can run a
program such as a tablet phone or smart sensor
internet a system architecture that has
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revolutionized communications and methods of
commerce by allowing various computer networks
around the world to interconnect the internet
emerged in the united states in the 1970s but did
not become viable to the general public until the
early 1990s published 15 march 2022 the internet
is a massive computer network that has
revolutionized communication and changed the world
forever image credit getty images jump to what is
the
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what is networking ibm Mar 27 2024 networks follow
protocols which define how communications are sent
and received these protocols allow devices to
communicate each device on a network uses an
internet protocol or ip address a string of
numbers that uniquely identifies a device and
allows other devices to recognize it
internet wikipedia Feb 26 2024 the internet or
internet is the global system of interconnected
computer networks that uses the internet protocol
suite tcp ip to communicate between networks and
devices it is a network of networks that consists
of private public academic business and government
networks of local to global scope linked by a
broad array of electronic
how does the internet work cloudflare Jan 25 2024
the internet is a network of networks it works by
using a technique called packet switching and by
relying on standardized networking protocols that
all computers can interpret learning center
computer networks article the internet khan
academy Dec 24 2023 the internet is the world s
largest computer network let s break that down a
computer network is any group of interconnected
computing devices capable of sending or receiving
data a computing device isn t just a computer it s
any device that can run a program such as a tablet
phone or smart sensor
internet description history uses facts britannica
Nov 23 2023 internet a system architecture that
has revolutionized communications and methods of
commerce by allowing various computer networks
around the world to interconnect the internet
emerged in the united states in the 1970s but did
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not become viable to the general public until the
early 1990s
the internet history evolution and how it works
live science Oct 22 2023 published 15 march 2022
the internet is a massive computer network that
has revolutionized communication and changed the
world forever image credit getty images jump to
what is the
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